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SIMPLE EXCEPTIONAL 16-DIMENSIONAL
JORDAN TRIPLE SYSTEMS

THOMAS J. E. SCHWARZ

ABSTRACT. We prove that every simple exceptional 16-dimensional Jordan

triple system is a subtriple of an exceptional Jordan algebra.

We prove a reverse triality principle which, in the language of Jordan pairs,

states that every (semi)linear automorphism of a 16-dimensional exceptional Jordan

pair can be extended to an automorphism of the 27-dimensional Jordan pair of the

exceptional reduced Jordan algebra H^(0), 0 an octonion algebra. As an immediate

application, we obtain that every 16-dimensional exceptional Jordan triple system

is a subtriple of a 27-dimensional exceptional Jordan triple system. We will use

the notations of [2] for Jordan pairs and those of [1, 2] for the exceptional reduced

Jordan algebra. We make no assumption about our base field F. A similar, but

different, situation has been examined in [4].

We recall some definitions: Let 0 be an octonion (Cayley-Dickson) algebra over

F. We have an involution a —► a, trace tr(a) = a + ä, and norm n(a) = aä, a G 0.

Let Hz{0) be the set of 3 by 3 matrices with entries in 0 that are symmetric under

X —► tX and have main diagonal entries in F. Every X G H¿ (0) has the form

3

^a,[n]+       Y2      aÀJk\    with a, G F, a, G Ö,
i=l (i,j,k) cyclic

where (i,j, k) is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3), a[ij] = aEij + äEij, a\ii] = aEu,

in terms of the matrix units Eij. H3(0) is a quadratic Jordan algebra with norm

= aia2as - ain(ai) - otin(ai) _ a3n(a3) + tr(aiaia3).

Two copies of Hs(0) define the associated Jordan pair V_. A vector space semi-

automorphism n: Hs(0) —► H%{0) is the plus part of a Jordan pair automorphism

of V_ iff it is a semisimilarity of H^(0), i.e., fulfills

N(ri(X))=pT(N(X))

withpG.F*, t GGal(F).

An isomorphism <p : V_ —* K°p with 02 = id is called involution of V_. (Vop is

the Jordan pair with plus and minus parts exchanged.) An involution of V_ (up to

conjugacy by an automorphism) corresponds to a Jordan triple structure (up to

isomorphy) of V [3, 1.13; 6].
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Let Ei denote (1[11], 1[11]) G V = (H3{0), H3(6). The Jordan pair [Mh2(0),

Mi,\(0)\ is isomorphic to the Peirce 1-space V_i{E\) of V_, where V_(Ei)a = {a2[31]

+ 03[12] I a2,a3 Go}, tr = ±l.

Our main result is the following theorem.

THEOREM. Every Jordan pair automorphism <3> = (3>+,$_) ofV^^Ei) can be

extended to a Jordan pair automorphism of V_ fixing Ei.

Of course, every automorphism of V_ which leaves V_2(E\) invariant, also leaves

Ki(-ia) invariant.

PROOF. A quasi-invertible element (x, y) of F1(£'i) remains quasi-invertible

in V_, and the corresponding inner automorphism ß(x,y) of V_ maps Ex to an

idempotent in V2(E{) which necessarily is of the form (a[ll],a_1[ll]).

If 0 is not split (1[31], 1[31]) is a frame of V\(E2). Otherwise there exist two or-

thogonal idempotents e\,e2 oí 0 such that e\+e2 = 1, in which case ((ei [31],ei[31]),

(e2[31],e2[31])) is a frame of V^Ex).

Petersson's Conjugacy Theorem [5] asserts that there exist an inner automor-

phism of V\ (Ei ) which maps the image under $ of this frame to the frame itself.

As inner automorphisms can be lifted we only have to follow $ by this inner au-

tomorphism to be able to assume $^(1(31]) = 1[31]. Then $ leaves invariant the

Peirce decomposition of V^1(£'i) with respect to (1[31], 1[31]). We define coordinate

maps by

tfa(*)[12] = $°(x[12}),        03i(2/)[31] = *"(¡/[31]).

We define
pff = 0í2(l)GÉT.

We use the Jordan matrix identities

(JM1) Qax[ijúl[ij] = xyx[ij],

(JM2) {x[ij),y[ji),z\ik}} = x(yx)[ik]
for (ij), (i, k) = (1,2), (3,1) to obtain

(i) 4%{*9*) = <t>UxW(v)4>Ux),

where (i,j) is either (1,2) or (3,1),

(2) <2 (x) tttZhññM) = r31((zy)x)),

(3) r31(x)(<P^(yWn(z)) = tfi(x(yz)).

Let us abbreviate (p31 by (pa'. Recall (pa(l) — 1. A consequence of (1) is

(4) (p~a(x) = (p"(x)    and   pap=° = l.

Setting x = z = 1 in (3) yields

(5) d>-"(x)pa = <^2(x).

If we let z = 1 in (3), using (4) and (5), we obtain the crucial identity

(6) 4>-a{x)(4>-%y)p") = (t>-"(xy)p'T.

We let z = 1 in (2) to get

(7) r(xy) = (r(x)p-°wr(y))-
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If (6) holds for one a, we can use (4) and (5) to define an automorphism of V_i(E\).

Indeed, the identity (ac)(cb) = (a(bc))c for octonion algebras implies that (6) and

(7) are equivalent. This enables us to show by a straightforward calculation that

(6) for one a implies (6) for —a. By using the octonion identity (a(bc))(c~1a) = aba

we may prove that (6) implies (1), (2), and (3). (Both octonion identities may be

proved by explicit calculation in the Cayley-Dickson algebra.)

Not let us assume that 3> is r-linear, r  G Aut(F). We extend i> by defining

$CT(z[ll]) = r(s)[ll],        $CT(x[22]) = r(x)n(pff) [22],

$CT (i[33] ) = t (x) [33],        $* (x[23] ) = W<i>~° (x) [23].

In order to show that $ is an automorphism of V_, it suffices to show that $CT is an

element of the structure group of H3(0) [3, 1.8] or equivalently a semisimilarity of

Hz{0) [1, p. 10], i.e.

JV($CT(A)) = n{pa)T(N(X))    for X G H3(0).

In order to prove this we first note that (1) implies (p°(x2) = (4>a(x))2; hence,

tr((p°\x))(p°\x) - n((p°(x)) = (p°(tr(x)x - n(x)) = T(tr{x))(pa{x) - T{n(x)).

This implies tr(0a(x)) = r(tr(z)) and T(n(x)) = n(<f>a(x)). Therefore we have only

to show

tr[(^-CT(o1))(r(û2))(0-<T(a3)p<r)] = n(p°)T(tr(aia2a3)).

This is proven by the following calculation, in which we use the linearity as well as

the associativity of the trace, which states that tr(a(6c)) = tr((aö)c) for a, b, c G 0:

trKp^-'MH^MK^Mp'7)]

= tr[(^-CT(o1))(tr(^(a2)) - ^(o2))(0-CT(o3)p<r)]

= tr[(F0-CT(o1))(tr(^(Q2)))(0-"(o3)pff)]

- tr[(p^r*(a1))(<^(a2))(«r>3)p<T)]

= tr[^(a2)] tr[(^-CT(o1))(0-CT(a3)p'T)]

-tr[(F0-ff(a1))(r<r(â^))(^-i7(o3)pCT)]    by (4)

- tr[r{a2)} tr[(p^0-^(a1))(0-CT(a3)pCT)]

-tr[(^-CT(o1))(<A-a(ä?o3)p<T)]    by (6)

= trK(a2)]n(pCT) trl^Mp^^^M)]

- n(p°) tr[(^-CT(o1))(0-CT(a2-o3)p-CT)]    by (4)

= n(pCT)tr[^(a2)]tr[0-CT(a3ai)]-n(pCT)tr[0-CT(a1(Ö2^3-))]

= n(p<r)r(tr(o2)tr(a3oi)) - n(pCT)(r(tr(oia2o3)))

= n(p<T)r(tr(a3tr(a2)o1) - tr(aiÖ2~a3))

= n(p£r)r(tr(aia2o3)).

It is easy to show that a Jordan pair automorphism which is the identity on V_2 (E\ )

and Ki(-i'i) is the identity on V_ and that the identity on Y.i(Ei) can be lifted only
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to an automorphism given by

$*(£;<*<[«]+   J2   a^
V (i,j,k) cyclic

= aCTai[ll] + a-aai\22\ + a_aa3[33] + a_ffai[23] + a2[31] + a3[12],

where a, G F, a_CT = a~l. This remark concludes the proof of the theorem.

As a consequence of the proof, we note that for linear $, (7) implies that (pa is

an element of the structure group of the alternative algebra 0. At the same time, it

is an element of the automorphism group of the Jordan algebra 0^+\ and hence an

element of O1^), the rotation group of n. Every element of Ol(n) can be written

as

Ua¡ o Jo •■ ■ oUa2r o J,

where J(x) = x, n(oi) • • • n(a2r) = 1, Ua(x) = axa, and can be extended by

Q[22) + ai[3\) ° ' " ° <9[22l+a2r[31]

to a Jordan pair automorphism (see [1, Chapter 2]). This remark leads to a shorter

proof of our result for linear automorphisms.

We apply our result to Jordan triple systems.

COROLLARY 1. Every involution of V_1(Ei) can be extended to an involution

ofV.

PROOF. Let e denote the switching involution of V_. If n is an involution of

V_x (Ei ), then £ o r? is an automorphism of V_1 (Ei ) which can be extended to an

automorphism eor) which is the identity on V_2(Ei). As n2 = id, (no£)o(£on) = id,

hence (77 o e) is the identity on V_2(Ei) and Yii(Ei). Therefore r)2 = id.

COROLLARY 2. Every simple exceptional 16-dimensional Jordan triple system

is a Jordan subtriple system of an exceptional simple reduced Jordan algebra.

PROOF. A simple exceptional 16-dimensional Jordan triple system is given by

an involution of a simple exceptional 16-dimensional Jordan pair.
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